
Dove Tail Bat Company- Wood Bat Facts
Our Drying Process
At Dove Tail Bat Co. we dry our wood from the outside in, therefore not compromising the 
structural integrity of the wood. This gives our customers a much harder and stronger bat to 
increase the distance hit and life expectancy when hit properly. 

Our Wood
All of our bats are considered Pro Stock, (unless otherwise specified). This means the bat is cut 
from the highest grade stock with a minimum of 24” of straight grain-from the handle to the 
barrel. Our bats are cut from the straight grain of New England white rock maple, New England 
white ash and Canadian yellow birch.

Maple Characteristics: Maple is a very dense wood with a very tight grain, similar to layers in a 
laminated product. Some players believe this density makes for a harder and better 
performance bat. This density does make maple less likely to flake. When a maple bat does 
break, it usually tends to snap in half rather than just splinter like ash. The heavier weight of the 
maple makes it difficult to make a lightweight large barrel bat. Usually if a hitter is going to use a 
maple bat they would use a model with a smaller barrel in order to get the bat weight to the what 
they desire.

Birch Characteristics: Birch is a wood that has the hardness of maple with the flexibility of ash. 
Players are finding these bats perform consistently better than other woods and have a 
significantly lower breakage rate, enhancing hitting performance, lowering overall costs and also 
adding a measure of safety to the game. At Dove Tail Bat combining our knowledge of the 
characteristics of wood with professional players knowledge of performance, has enabled us to 
provide a superior bat in these birch bats.

Ash Characteristics: Ash is one of the strongest woods available and also is very flexible. This 
flexibility makes an ash bat tend to flex rather than break, giving the hitter a larger, more 
forgiving sweet spot when it comes to breakage. Ash is much lighter than maple which gives the 
hitter a larger range of large barrel models to choose from. One downside to ash is that it tends 
to flake or delaminate after extensive use.

Physics professors who’ve studied the properties of ash and maple say there’s no real 
difference in how one performs over the other when made into baseball bats.

“Remember to always hit with the label either up or down so you are using
 the strongest part of the bat thus minimizing the probability of breaking your
 bat. We place our Dove on the flat of the grain, which is the weak side of the 
wood. When you hit with the label either up or down, you are making contact

 with the bat on the strongest part of the bat.”



How long will a wood bat last?
Your wood bat can last from one swing to hundreds of swings. The biggest factors that 
determine this are 1-Where the ball hits your bat and 2-Quality of wood in the bat you buy and 
the care you give it. 

When you are initially beginning to hit with wood bats, don’t be surprised if you break quite a 
few! With aluminum and composite bats a missed hit taken off the handle or at the end of the 
bat doesn’t mean much, but with wood bats it may lead to a broken bat. Our training bat is 
designed to help you with this learning curve. When used in practice and with your T work, this 
bat will train you to hit the sweet spot more consistently by giving you an audible sound when 
the ball is hit incorrectly. See our You Tube video for more information. It takes some practice 
but with work you’ll become a more consistent hitter and will find yourself breaking fewer bats. 

As you are practicing, remember that how you hold your bat is very important. Make sure you 
are hitting with the Dove Tail Bat label either up or down so you are making contact with the 
strongest part of the bat. This ensures that you are hitting with the strongest wood grain for the 
best success. 

Inexpensive bats very often are just that-cheap bats made from less than quality wood. All our 
bats at Dove Tail Bat Co. are made from pro stock wood with good grain quality. Be sure to store 
your wood bat in an area that does not expose the wood to extreme hot or cold temperature. 
The trunk of your car in the summer or your unheated garage in the winter can cause 
unnecessary stress to the wood fibers in your bat making it prone to breakage with a just slightly 
less than perfect hit. 

Never throw your bat or hit anything other than a ball with it. Wood baseball bats are not meant 
to be thrown and doing so can alter the integrity of the wood, causing it to break the next time 
you hit a ball. In addition, taking a ball off the handle or end of the bat can have the same effect. 
Hitting a ball anywhere other than the sweet spot weakens the integrity of the wood and may 
cause your bat to break on future hits, even if it is hit properly the next time. 


